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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Independent operation through power-pack-supply

You want for e.g. moving around your system/control and need a 24V-DC-supply for
your access-point ALF-UA? 
 With USB-power-cable and a USB-power-bank/-accu, the problem can be solved
immediately with little effort.

Programming S7-PLC/-modules via RS232/USB

PLC-programming/-communication from the PC "serial" or via "USB" from
S7-200/300/400 or modules such as Sinamix, Sinumerik, MicroMaster, drives, converters.
 PPI up to 187.5 Kbit (PPI + PPI advanced), MPI/Profibus up to 12 Mbit. Compatible with
the Siemens driver "PC-adapter", communication only with 64-bit operating-systems via
USB and TIC-driver (limitation of serial communication from Siemens to 32-bit
operating-systems).



Extend MPI/DP-bus over network or convert to network

MPI/DP communication between two S7-300/400 controllers on the same bus
 - a control is relocated spatially:
 2x S7-LAN with activated X_PUT/X_GET module, the data is transported between the
modules via the network.
 - a control is replaced by a PN control:
 1x S7-LAN with activated X_PUT/X_GET module and the received-data are transferred
automatically to the configured PN-PLC via PUT/GET.

Remote maintenance / telecontrol of PLC

The access to the connected PLC with the Siemens TS-software or PG-2000 including
TS-option results of coupling via Analogue-, ISDN- (only with AB-adapter) as well as
GSM-line.



PD-interface of the S5-PLC already occupied (service device)

Your PD-interface of the S5-PLC is already occupied with a panel and you should
accomplish program modifications without removing the panel? No problem, connect the
Multiplexer one-time to the PLC and then connect the panel and also your PC to the
Multiplexer. Now you can work parallel with the PLC without the need of affecting the
operation of the panel. You can even work with 2 programming devices simultaneously,
2x open the same block, only changes which are stored at last will be finally stored in the
PLC. Also ideal for trainings purposes if PLC's with IO´s are scare goods.
 PG-MUX-II is the ultimate service-device, regardless of what you plug into the two
PG-sockets, both participants communicate parallel with the controller.

Remote maintenance / telecontrol of PLC

The access to the connected PLC with the Siemens TS-software or PG-2000 including
TS-option results of coupling via Analogue-, ISDN- (only with AB-adapter) as well as
GSM-line.


